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Abstract—
This article describes a novel safety application based

on the open source navigation software OsmAnd, which
runs on the Android platform. The application o�ers
vehicles with “smart navigation”, and maintains a net-
work of the vehicles that use our application. The pro-
cess of network creation and maintenance is important
as our application enables vehicles to communicate with
one another to exchange useful information. The main
function of the application is to inform vehicles of rel-
evant vehicles approaching, termed as “administrative
vehicles” in this article, and include ambulances, police
cars and fire brigades. Based on the received informa-
tion, our application notifies the driver, who can now
take navigation decisions based on it. While developing
the application, problems were found when attempting
to create an Ad-hoc network. A solution to the prob-
lem of managing the Ad-hoc network has been proposed
and is under development.
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I. Introduction

INTELLIGENT Transportation Systems(ITS) are
advanced applications that makes use of vehicu-

lar and infrastructured networks to provide innovative
services related to both tra�c and, mobility manage-
ment, and that interface with other models of trans-
port [1]. Some of the examples of this type of applica-
tions include automatic emergency calling to a helpline
number when an accident occurs, monitoring tra�c do
detect tra�c rule violations [2] and defining variable
speed limits for a particular road depending on the
congestion [3].

Many software applications and testbeds have been
developed keeping ITS and VANETs in mind. In
[4], the authors developed an Android/OSGi platform
which integrates the Open Gateway Service Initia-
tive Vehicle Expert Group (OSGi/VEG) into an An-
droid platform to generate a vehicular Android/OSGi
platform. The features provided by the platform in-
cludes remote management, rich class-sharing, pro-
prietary vehicular applications, security policies, easy
management of the Application Programming Inter-
face (APIs), and an open environment. Whipple et al.
[5] developed an Android Public Safety Application
which uses the GPS feature to find out the location
of the vehicle, and it uses the Google Maps API to
determine the location of nearby schools. It alerts the
driver when surpassing the speed limit within a school
zone. CarSafe [6], is an application developed for An-
droid phones; it uses the dual camera of smartphones
and other embedded sensors to detect drowsy and dis-
tracted drivers. In particular, it uses computer vision
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and machine learning algorithms to detect the condi-
tion of the driver using the front camera while tracking
road conditions using the back camera. Cabernet [7]
is a system that takes advantage of open 802.11 access
points encountered opportunistically during travel for
delivering data to and from vehicles. Another example
is CVet [8], a VANET testbed presented by researchers
from UCLA. The CVet testbed was deployed over ve-
hicles belonging to the UCLA car fleet.

The aforementioned works highlight the many appli-
cations that are being developed for ITS and VANETs.
Navigation applications are one such group of very
popular, interesting and useful applications. Our goal
is to build an application for Android [9] devices that,
along with displaying maps and location information,
could warn the user of important vehicles approach-
ing (for example, an ambulance), so that the driver
may take decisions based on this information. For this
purpose, the OSM Automated Navigation Directions
(OsmAnd) [10] application, a popular open source nav-
igation solution was used and modified for our work.
OsmAnd is a map and navigation application with
support for both online and o�ine use. It relies on
OpenStreetMap(OSM) [11] [12] for map rendering and
displaying. It is an application rich in features, and it
may be used by cars, bicycles or pedestrians. Our
application works as a plugin for the OsmAnd appli-
cation that enables vehicles to communicate, create a
network, exchange important information among the
nodes, and alert the drivers about important nearby
vehicles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II provides a general overview of the di�erent fea-
tures of the developed application. The implementa-
tion details of the developed application are provided
in section III. Section IV describes the testing of the
the application prototype, the problems found during
application development, and its possible solution. Fi-
nally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. Features of the Messiah Application

The application developed has been named Messiah.
The Messiah application, upon installation, allows the
user to be a part of a “drive safety” network. If the
user chooses to be a part of this network, the software
allows the user to select whether it is an administrative
vehicle like the police or an ambulance, or a vehicle in
need of help (SOS vehicle). Based on this input, the
software has three modes of operation:

• Administrative Mode.
• Civil Mode.
• SOS Mode.
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Fig. 1. The Device working in “Civil Mode”

When choosing to participate in the network with-
out selecting the “SOS” or “Administrative” mode,
the vehicle is assumed to be a civilian vehicle by de-
fault, and so the software starts working in the “Civil
mode”. In this mode, it only receives or forwards data
to and from its neighboring nodes. Apart from this,
it also displays on-screen any received information, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. The Device working in “Administrative Mode”

Users can also choose their vehicle as an “Admin-
istrative vehicle”. In the future, we intend to make
this option available to only authorized personnels by
implementing security checks. Upon selecting this op-
tion, the “Administrative mode” is turned on. In this

mode, the nodes forward packets sent from other nodes
and, in addition, also broadcasts generated packets
containing mainly of their current location, their fu-
ture route and the destination. The application shown
is Fig. 2 is working in the “Administrative mode”,
which forwards its location information, future route
and destination. The node in Fig. 1 receives this in-
formation, forwards it, and displays the received infor-
mation on screen.

The software has another mode, through which a
vehicle in distress can send an SOS beacon, which upon
receipt by nearby vehicles results on the display of a
di�erent icon on screen, thus alerting other vehicles
that someone in need of help is close-by.

Also, some intelligent features have been included
in the software, for instance, when a source of infor-
mation is more than 1 kilometer away from the re-
ceiving node, the packet is dropped as the information
received may be stale. That is, by the time the infor-
mation reaches the destination, the sender may have
moved to some other remote location. Again, if the
future route is too long, the whole of the route infor-
mation is not sent, but only a part of it. In Fig. 1, we
can see that this particular node receives only a part of
the route of the vehicle shown in Fig. 2, and it displays
a broken line with an arrowhead to indicate the future
route. The arrowhead indicates the possible direction
in which the route will be updated in the future.

Since the network is ad-hoc in nature, nodes may
join and leave the network at any time, and network
disconnections may arise. All these are automatically
detected by the Messiah application. Furthermore, the
application continues to work in the background even
if the user is currently using some other application,
or has minimized the Messiah Application, this allows
the user to be a part of the network without requiring
of our application to be on the foreground.
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the Messiah Application

III. Implementation Details of the Messiah
Application

Fig. 3 shows the di�erent working blocks of the Mes-
siah Application. “Messiah service” controls the func-
tioning of our application and receives user input from
the OsmAnd Application, for example, the mode of op-
eration. The “Communicator Thread” is responsible
for both sending and receiving of data. The “IdGener-
ator Class” is used to generate a unique id for a node.
The “MessageGenerator Class” is used to generate the
messages to be send. The “Locater Class” helps to
track the current location of the device and supplies
it when asked for. The “DatabaseManager Class” is
used to store received message, acting as a cache for
messages. It is also used to retrieve information later
when needed.

Fig. 4. The informations contained in the message used by
Messiah Application

Now, let us look closely at the structure of messages
received or sent within the Messiah network. The mes-
sage contains a node-id, time-stamp, the type of mes-
sage, the current location of the sender, its intended
future route and the destination, as shown in Fig. 4.
What is important to note here is the field “type” in
a message. The icons and information displayed on
screen is dependent on the “type” field of a received
message. A message can be of three types: i) Admin-
istrative ii) SOS iii) Bye-Bye.

An “Administrative” and “SOS” message are basi-
cally identical, sent by an “Administrative vehicle” or
a “SOS vehicle” respectively. Any important vehicle
like ambulances, police cars or fire brigades are consid-
ered “Administrative vehicles”, while “SOS vehicles”
includes vehicles that have faced critical accidents and
need assistance. A node sends these type of messages
to notify other nodes in the network its updated cur-
rent location. The only reason for separating the Ad-
ministrative and SOS into two distinct types is so that
they can be identified and di�erent icons can be dis-
played for them. The “Bye-Bye” type message, on the

other hand, is used by nodes that had been working
as “Administrative/SOS” vehicle to notify other nodes
within the network that it is either going to switch to
“Civil mode” of operation or may leave the network
altogether.

Let us look more closely at how the Messiah Appli-
cation works. Fig. 5 demonstrates the operation of a
normal vehicle working in the “Civil mode”. In this
mode, the node is to only receive information, dis-
play it and then forward it to its neighbors. Hence,
the Communicator thread checks for incoming mes-
sages. If a message is received, it is first checked if it
a valid message for the Messiah Network. On finding
the received message to be valid, the distance of the
source from the current node is checked. If the sender
is more than 1 km away from this node, the database
is checked for any entry from this particular sender
and the entry if any is eliminated. After this, packet
is dropped assuming that the information contained
may be stale. On the other hand, if it is less than 1
Km and the message is found to be new, its type is
checked. On receipt of a “Bye-bye” type message, the
message is broadcasted and any entry related to the
source node in the database is deleted. Otherwise, if
the message is of other types, the information is stored
in the database after adding a local timestamp. And
then, the original message is broadcasted. The reason
for adding a local timestamp before entering the in-
formation to the database is because a node may lose
connectivity or network-partitioning may occur at any
time. Just relying on bye-bye messages is not su�-
cient, it is necessary to detect if a node, especially if
it working as an “Administrative/SOS” vehicle, leaves
the network. And to address to these kind of situ-
ations, the database is checked for stale entries that
have been there for more than 10 seconds without any
updates from the sender. Such entries on being en-
countered, are eliminated.

A node functioning as an “Administrative/SOS” ve-
hicle, receives and broadcasts the received packets in
the same manner as a civil vehicle. They also generate
and broadcast a message containing their id, a local
timestamp, the type of message depicting the mode
they are working in, their current location, intended
future route and destination if any.
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Fig. 5. Flow Chart for a vehicle working in “Civil mode”

IV. Prototype Evaluation

The first version of the application [13] has been
tested within the campus of Universitat Politècnica de
Valencia, with real cars forming a Ad-hoc network,
using the Wifi of the mobile devices.

(a) A photograph from within the car

(b) A photograph of the device used

Fig. 6. The testing of the application within UPV Campus

For the evaluation, the devices used for testing our
application had to be rooted to make them work in
an environment where any sort of infrastructured net-
work is absent, because Android does not yet support
full Ad-hoc mode. Normally, the Android operating
system does not provide the users with administrative
rights thus the user lacks some access privileges. Thus,
to gain total control of the wifi so that it may be used
to form a ad-hoc network, it was necessary to root the
device.

The Fig. 6 shows a successful testing of the
application was performed within the UPV cam-

pus with real cars. A video demonstrating the
same application being tested and its di�erent
functionalities is available at the following link:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wh4cwmdvecM.

We would like to discuss an idea which we believe
will address the problem of configuring the devices and
rooting them. The idea is that we include cheap yet
e�cient devices to work as routers and handle Ad-
hoc communication. Each vehicle participating in the
network is supposed to contain one of these devices,
and the mobile nodes present within this car would be
connected to the device and forward their data to it.
The device would then forward the received data to
other devices in other vehicles that are present within
its communication range. And in this way, the data
would be forwarded until it reached the destination
router or device, which would deliver the received data
to the destination node in its local network.

It was decided to use a cheap computer known as
Raspberry Pi [14] [15] to work as the router placed
within the cars to help the network function in Ad-hoc
mode. A Raspberry Pi is more or less of the same size
as that of a credit card, working on Linux and supports
di�erent programming languages like Python, Java, C
and Pearl.

Fig. 7. The Structure of the Ad-Hoc Network

The Fig. 7 explains the idea in details, each of the
cars participating in the network contains a Raspberry
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Pi and the mobile nodes within the car is connected to
this Raspberry Pi. Thus the smartphones within the
car forms the local network of the Raspberry Pi which
works as a router for them and forwards their data to
the outside world.

V. Conclusions

Our application helps create a more safer tra�c en-
vironment as it displays important vehicle like the po-
lice cars and ambulances on the navigation screen, thus
warning drivers to drive with attention and take deci-
sions based on the displayed information. It has also
a mode when a vehicle in distress can call for help.
In this mode, a special icon is visible on screen of the
vehicles that are close to the “SOS vehicle”, and hence
they can rush to its help. The ITS network may be
both infrastructureless or infrastructured. Problems
were encountered related to configuration of the de-
vices to make them them work when there is no infras-
tructured network available. Our application requires
the devices to be rooted to support Ad-hoc network.
Rooting of the device is not very encouraging from the
user perspective as it may void the manufacturer war-
ranty of the devices. An alternative and hassle-free
solution to this problem has been proposed and is un-
der implementation. On successful implementation, it
would save us the trouble of configuring the android
devices. This added functionality would not only help
the Messiah Application with Ad-hoc networks, but
also can be used as a testbed facilitating experimenta-
tion with di�erent scenarios, application and protocols
for the VANET networks.
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